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2025 Idaho Calendar

2025 North Idaho Calendar - New!

Incredible Idaho Playing cards! - New!
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These beautiful 14 month
wall calendars have been
resized to a more
compact 12 x 9 inch size
and come with a new,
lower price point. With a
quality gloss cover and
thick matte interior pages, these calendars are sure
to be a customer pleaser. They come complete with
ISBN bar code, and are shrink wrapped with
cardboard stiffener.

• Featuring images from 5 regions of Idaho.
• Suitable for outdoor use.
• Resistant to scratches, water, and from fading in sunlight.
• Clear gloss over-laminate protects the printed layer.
• Medium strength adhesive will stick to most surfaces.
• Will not leave any residue after use.

Five Idaho Regions to choose from. Regional Fact on the back.

Available in assorted styles of 10 different designs and titled
with IDAHO on both sides. They include a panoramic image
on one side and a vertical image on the other side with Idaho
state Facts and an Idaho Scenic Images logo.

New this year! From the
Lochsa and Clearwater Rivers
in the south to the Canadian
border in the north, we're
offering a specialty calendar
featuring imagery from the
beautiful Idaho panhandle
exclusively. These 14 month wall calendars are 12 x 9 inch size
withaqualitygloss coverand thickmatte interiorpages,has ISBN
bar code, and are shrinkwrappedwith cardboard stiffener.

These poker sized decks
are truly unique! Featuring
images of the incredible
Idaho landscape, each
card face has a beautiful
view to enjoy. They come
shrinkwrappedinacustom
designedtuckbox.
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Incredible Idaho
An exciting new release by

Idaho Scenics Publishing, Now Available!

Imagine the incomparable beauty of a spectacular land
that still retains much of its wilderness and wildlife.
This is Idaho, and it's filled with diverse landscapes of
lush forests, remote canyonlands and high deserts, fertile
valleys and 80 mountain ranges, and 16,000 miles of
rivers and streams. You can immerse yourself in these
fantastic settings without leaving home. We are making
a new book that celebrates the majesty of Idaho through
a visual journey of stunning photographs from 30 of the
Gem State's most celebrated photographers.

"Incredible Idaho" is a 304 page, hardcover, full color,
landscape format, 11x8.5 inch, coffee table book
featuring spectacular landscape and wildlife images.

• 11”x8.5”
• Hardcover
• Landscape format
• 304 pages

• Features many of
Idaho’s most
celebrated
photographers

From “The Selkirks” by Chris Celentano

"High above and between Lake Pend Oreille and Priest
Lake lies a narrow band of extremely rugged granite
peaks and knife-edged ridgelines known as the Selkirk
Crest. At only 19-or-so miles long, it is a relatively
small range at its core; but within this range are some
of the very best alpine rock climbs in the region, not to
mention some absolutely stunning alpine lakes.

This range is home to one of the highest
concentrations of black and grizzly bears in the
continental United States, several packs of wolves,
moose, goats, and a fairly steady but very small
stream of elusive and rugged adventurers. Needless
to say, the area is quite wild."

It's here to rave reviews!

An Excerpt from the Book

Features

Exploring Majestic Landscapes and Native Wildlife

Photo Credit: Tim Christie



Imagine Idaho...a land of geological wonders...towering peaks, sagebrush deserts,
evergreen forests, pristine rivers, lava flows, deep canyons, rolling farmlands, idyllic
waterfalls and beautiful lakes....just a few of the iconic locations professional
photographers Linda Lantzy and Shari Hart have photographed across the Gem State.

"Discovering Idaho's Scenic Drives and Backroad Treasures" provides detailed
directions to places you may never have imagined. Complete with maps and
visual references, photographic tips and top-notch photography, this
outstanding guide is the perfect travelling companion for photographers,
sightseers and other like-minded Idaho lovers.

Our guidebook is on track to sell out in early 2025!
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New product from Idaho Scenic Images! Barns of Idaho is a premium
quality coffee table book, featuring a photographic compilation of Idaho’s
historic barns. Every year, barns succumb to the weight of the ages; this
book preserves their memory through image and word. A hardcover,
11x8.5 inch, 240 page book on premium paper, Featuring images from
over 50 photographers and showcasing over 200 Idaho barns. "While we
can’t stop the hands of time from claiming them, we can help preserve
their legacy.”

Barns of Idaho - Sentinels of Yesteryear

Idaho - Home of my Heart
Idaho landscape photographer Linda Lantzy shares images and stories of
her travels from 2010 to 2020 in “Idaho - Home of My Heart.” This decade-
long retrospective showcase is part coffee-table book and part memoir,
with captivating images and the fascinating stories behind them. Known for
her work showcasing the beauty of Idaho landscapes, Linda spent the bulk
of her career as a professional photographer traveling the state in three
different SUVs, and camping in the back. With over 300,000 miles on these
vehicles, her extensive experiences and knowledge of the state’s back
roads cannot easily be matched.



Idaho - Home of My Heart - 11”x8.5” Hardcover - Retail $44.95
▪ Wholesale Price is $26.97 ea

Discovering Idaho's Scenic Drives - 11”x8.5” Softcover - Retail $37.95
▪ Wholesale price of $22.77

Barns of Idaho - 11”x8.5” Hardcover - Retail $42.95
▪ New Wholesale Price for a limited time is $24.00 ea

Incredible Idaho - 11”x8.5” Hardcover - Retail $47.95
▪ Wholesale price of $28.77

Sampler Pack of 12 books - a savings of $13.90
▪ Includes 4 "Incredible Idaho", 4 "Scenic Drives", 2 "Barns of
Idaho" and 2 "Home of My Heart"
▪ Wholesale price of $295.00

2025 12”x9” Idaho Wall Calendar - MSRP $14.95
▪ 10 = $8.77 ea
▪ 20 or more = $8.35 ea

2025 12”x9” North Idaho Calendar - MSRP $14.95
▪ 10 = $8.77 ea
▪ 20 or more = $8.35 ea

Stickers - MSRP $4.95
▪ 25+ = $2.50 ea

Playing Cards - MSRP $12.95
▪ 15+ = $7.50 ea

Post Cards (5 Idaho regions to choose from) - MSRP $1.00
▪ 100+ = $0.35 ea

Blank Idaho Greeting Cards - MSRP $3.00
▪ 50+ = $1.75 ea
▪ 100+ = $1.50 ea

Bookmarks (10 assorted designs) - MSRP $0.50
▪ 100+ = $0.32 ea

Idaho Scenic Images
992 W. Audrey Drive,
Hayden, ID 83835

Linda Lantzy
(208) 667-3325
llantzy@idahoscenics.com
www.idahoscenics.com

Contact Us

Prices on any product include shipping to your distribution center or delivery to one retail address. If you would
like the opportunity to resale any of these products, feel free to contact us.

Now, mix and match any order of 6 or
12 books titles and get free shipping.

▪ 4 winter and 6 summer designs to choose from.
▪ Loose with white envelopes

���� Wholesale Pricing

Books - Calendars - Order in groups of 10

Other Products

Free shipping on all wholesale minimum orders!

Blank Idaho Greeting Cards


